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INTRODUCTION

A recent survey in Venezuela named Claudio Perna (1938–1997) as the person
who has most determined the evolution of contemporary art there.1 Yet, the work of this
artist—a trained geographer, classifier, and archivist who studied human behavior—
remains overwhelmingly understudied. Because of its documentary thrust, Perna’s varied
oeuvre could be read as an archive, yet it is the opposite of an organized and classified
archive. In fact, everything produced by Perna its impossible to classify, is undated, and
difficult to find. This thesis suggests one way to address this dispersion is by identifying
two main themes in Perna’s work: his use of technology to explore self-representation
and his interrogation of mapping as means of knowledge. Both themes underlie the
artist’s larger inquiry into the impossibility of achieving a sense of wholeness through
representation. This study also situates Perna’s conceptual work in relation to his field of
human geography, revealing his oeuvre as an investigation into human behavior in the
specific Venezuelan context.
Perna was born in Milan, Italy and immigrated to Venezuela in 1955, where he
became a geography professor at the Universidad Central in Caracas. During the mid1960s he began a prolific artistic career in which he explored conceptual practices based
                                                                                                      
1

In 2014 the artist Alfred Wenemoser took a survey of one hundred and three people
from the Venezuelan art system including artists, curators, scholars, and institution
directors the question was: who was the person who determined the evolution of
contemporary art in Venezuela? In Alfred Wenemoser, “¿Cuáles son las personas que
más han influido en el desarrollo del arte contemporáneo?,” Tráfico Visual,
http://www.traficovisual.com/2015/02/10/resultados-de-la-encuesta-de-alfredwenemoser-cuales-son-las-personas-que-mas-han-influido-en-el-desarrollo-del-artecontemporaneo-en-venezuela/, accessed (date_). Perna received 25% of votes, Eugenio
Espinoza and Antonieta Sosas each received 12% and Roberto Obregón 6%.
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on new media and technologies, such as performance, film, photocopies, and
photography, that were not part of the local Venezuelan hegemonic artistic discourse, at
the time dominated by geometric abstraction.2 Critics and artists consider Perna one of
the first conceptual artist in Venezuela.3 His position as an eccentric within the national
canon proved to be a fruitful one, as Perna, and others, such as Diego Barboza, Eugenio
Espinoza, Antonieta Sosa, and Héctor Fuenmayor opened doors and created possibilities
that have since proven to be crucial to the development of Venezuelan art. Among the
most important aspects of Perna’s contributions to contemporary art in Venezuela are his
engagements with communication, the archive, new media, language, performance, and
institutional critique. Without Perna, it is impossible to comprehend a number of current
contemporary practices in Venezuela during the 90s, ranging from Nacimento/Lovera’s
performative critiques of power to Luis Molina Pantin’s and Alexander Apostol’s
explorations of Venezuelan national identity through documentary photography and the
archive.
Despite Perna’s preeminence and stature among artists today, his position within
the Venezuelan canon remains unresolved: he occupies a position as a conceptual ghost
within the well-established narrative of geometric abstraction that continues to dominate
the national canon. One possible reason that Perna’s contribution remains overlooked is
                                                                                                      
2

Claudio Perna died in 1994 in Holguín, Cuba. In 1994 he was awarded with National
Price of Photography in Venezuela and in 1995 received the Venezuelan National Price
on Beaux Art.
3

See Mari Carmen Ramínez, “Tactics for Thriving on Adversity: Conceptualism in Latin
America, 1960-1980” in Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin, 1950s-1980s, ed. Jane
Farver (New York: Queens Museum, 1999), 61. “Other countries also registered early
anti-art manifestations by artists previously associated with informalist tendencies. In
Venezuela, for instance, that political, literary, and visual arts collective El Techo de la
Ballena (1961–1968) provided the stimulus for radical artists like Claudio Perna, who
would quickly evolve into a leading exponent of conceptualism.”
2  

his radical multifaceted production, which encompasses a large number of media and
themes, resulting in the sense of dispersion and lack of focus. The use of impermanent
media was a critical reaction toward the national canon, and made him an iconoclast. The
fact he made an archive in dialogue with national identity only to disrupt it by
introducing a variety of disperse media and themes, making it almost impossible to
comprehend, also added to the difficulties of pinning down his artistic production. The
archive of Perna’s work and papers, kept at Fundación Claudio Perna, suffers from
disorganization and inaccessibility, which impedes the research and classification of his
work. In this thesis, I analyze key aspects of Perna’s oeuvre so that his fundamental
position and strategies can be understood despite the dispersion of his works.
An analysis of Perna’s body of work reveals at its core a preoccupation with the
impossibility of documenting any phenomena (an experience, an identity, a country, a
territory). The work reveals that Perna concerned himself with the futility of grasping
such things wholly and of archiving the reality (date, time, and context) of any given
experience in all its facets in an attempt to make it permanent. This crisis of
documentation ranges from his rebuttals of the photograph as an infallible index of reality
to his reconciliation of its representational inabilities. Perna’s preoccupation with the
failure of documentation puts him squarely in discussions during the 1970s among an
international network of conceptual artists who questioned the ability of objects to
register reality. I argue that Perna’s works advanced the notion of the impossibility of
wholeness and of permanence, a pursuit that provided a unifying aspect in an otherwise
seemingly scattered landscape of works. Perna’s oeuvre could be conceived as his
continuous search for the whole, while being fully aware that it is not attainable.

3  

The first section focuses on Perna’s body of work made using photographic
technology, with an emphasis on the photocopy, which served as the basis for a number
of series, including Autocopias (ca. 1970–1975), Fotoinformes (ca. 1976), Alineamientos
(ca. 1976), and Autocurriculum (1980). The Autocopias and related works deal with
issues of identity, performance, and the fragmentation of the self. By using the medium
of photocopy, I believe, Perna sought the wholeness and permanence of the self but, in
the process, he also revealed the futility of completing that goal. Even though his
compulsive reproduction of features, interest, and behaviors, including his homosexuality
they do convey a portrait of the self, his deliberately fuzzy and fragmented
representations only ever amount to a partial, unknowable self. The second section
examines Perna’s geographical series, in which he used geographical surveys in mapbased works that seem to document the Venezuelan national territory obsessively.4 This
obsession, I contend, is a product of the anxiety that came from Perna’s status as an
immigrant attempting to grasp the totality of a territory and to understand it as his
homeland. In these works, Perna conveys Venezuela as a place of temporal and class
contradictions rather than as a place of exoticism and modernity, as the traveler and the
geometric artists who inspired him did.
Discussions surrounding conceptual art in Latin America center on the terms of
artistic tradition, and are most influenced by of prominent artists, especially those living
and practicing in New York City.5 Many Latin American artists came to New York, some
of them escaping dictatorships in Argentina, Brazil, and Chile during the 60s and 70s.
                                                                                                      
4

  Some maps include dates ranging from 1960 to 1990.
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Some of the artists living in New York and involved in conceptual practices were:
Lawrence Weiner, Joseph Kosuth, Sol Lewitt, Lucy R. Lippard.

4  

There were opportunities to facilitate relocation, including the Guggenheim Fellowship,
which was awarded to many Latin American artists including the Venezuelan artist
Rolando Peña, who was from the same generation of Perna.6 Perna worked in the
opposite direction: instead of trying to be featured in New York, he was more interested
in adapting conceptual principles to the local Venezuelan scene. As he stated in 1981: “It
is said that these arts are foreignizers. But any achievement on the planet is a useful tool
to individualize the general. It is absurd to give more importance to sites where
everything is done. I care about the future, as much as possible to participate. I am
interested my country, where more discoveries are possible.”7 Because Venezuela was
place of opportunities, and a democracy after 1958, artists such as Gego (Gertrud
Goldschmidt), Gerd Leufert, and Nedo Mion Ferrario, went there as well from Europe.
While their interactions with Perna are unknown, there are recorded cases of his
                                                                                                      
6

The Guggenheim Fellowship is offered to distinguished professionals in different fields
and since 1940 there is a specific category for Latin America and the Caribbean. Over
1,800 fellowships have been awarded in this category. Some of the Latin American artists
working on conceptual practices during the 60s and 70s were: Luis Camnitzer, Leandro
Katz, Marta Minujín, and David Lamelas. According to Camnitzer, most of the Latin
American artists living in New York during the 60s and 70s were Guggenheim fellows
and were not known for being radical. Most of them had to be apolitical and kept their
ideas to themselves because of their visa situations, and also because they wanted to
succeed in the commercial art world. See Luis Camnitzer, “The Museo Latinoamericano
and MICLA,” in A Principality of Its Own: 40 years of Visual Arts at the Americas
Society, ed. José Luis Falconi and Gabriela Rangel (New York: Americas Society. 2006),
216
7

“Se dice que estas artes son extrangerizantes. Pero cualquier logro del planeta es un
punto útil para individualizar lo general. Es absurdo dar más importancia a los sitios en
donde todo está hecho. A mí me importa lo por venir, lo más posible de participación. Me
interesa mi país, más posible en descubrimientos,” Caracas, 1981. Interview María
Helena Ramon and Claudio Perna. in María Elena Ramos, “Claudio Perna” in Diálogos
con el Arte Contemporáneo: Entrevistas 1976-2007 (Caracas: Equinoccio, 2007), 203.
All translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
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interaction with other international artists in Venezuela, including Charlotte Moorman,
who collaborated with Nam June Paik, and the multimedia artist Antoni Muntadas.8
The early promoters of conceptualism, Seth Siegelaud and Michel Claura,
responded to the question, “Is conceptual art American?,” stating that the debut of
conceptual art was unique because it appeared simultaneously around the world and that
did not have a geographic center.9 This global development is evidenced by Perna’s
choice of Venezuela as the place to work on his conceptual practice. Perna still clearly
understood his local Venezuelan production to be part of a broader international dialogue:
between 1980 and 1982 he strategically left his work Autocurriculum (1980), a work that
amounts to a personal archive, in the library of the Museum of Modern Art in New York,
in an attempt to insert himself into a major world art institution.
Despite Perna’s importance in Venezuelan art history, the literature is
considerably limited. In Spanish, the only comprehensive publication is the catalogue
Arte Social: Claudio Perna, published by the Galería de Arte Nacional in 2004 in
conjunction with an exhibition with the same name. As the Galería de Arte Nacional is
run by the national system of museums in Venezuela (Fundación de Museos Nacionales),
the curator of the show, Zuleiva Vivas, put Perna’s idea of “arte social” at the forefront
of the show to make it compatible with the sponsor, Hugo Chavez’s radical socialist
government. Perna did not officially belong to any political party, and his personal
                                                                                                      
8

In 1975 Moorman performed Nam June Paik’s TV Bra for Living Sculpture in the
Festival de Video at the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo in Caracas for which Perna
helped as an art handler. Muntadas visited Caracas in 1978 and presented the project On
Subjectivity, which consisted in an art mail experience in which Perna participated.
  
9
Michel Claura and Seth Siegelaub, “L’Art Conceptuel,” in Conceptual Art: A Critical
Anthology, ed. Alexander Alberro and Blake Stimson (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999),
287.
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relationship with the former president Hugo Chávez remains unclear; his background and
personal links to Acción Democrática (AD) [Democratic Action], a party strongly
condemned by Chávez, would have made it impossible for this exhibition to be held
without this connection of his art to the regime.10 The title of the exhibition is arguably
inaccurate in its attempt to classify Perna by representing him as a social artist. Though
some of his work (photographic and performance) included social engagement, Perna
was not inviting individuals, communities, and institutions to create participatory art with
mutual benefits. Perna recognized and documented social issues in Venezuela, but his
artistic practice did not seek to solve these social issues and was instead predominantly a
way to work toward his personal goals.
The Arte Social catalogue includes essays by four Venezuelan curators: Zuleiva
Vivas, Luis Pérez Oramas, Gabriela Rangel, and Julieta Gonzalez. In her extensive essay,
“Intervención creativa en el contexto social” (Creative Interventions in the Social
Context), Vivas describes a selection of Perna’s prolific work and ideas as well as
biographical and historical facts about his art chronologically, but without analysis or
focus. Vivas also uses essays by Simón Marchán Fiz and Mari Carmen Ramírez to situate
Perna’s work within conceptual practices in Latin America by listing his predecessors
and contemporaries in the international art scene, such as Piero Manzoni, Vito Acconci,
and Robert Smithson, but does not analyze Perna’s works in relation to theirs.
Pérez Oramas, in “El Autocurriculum de Claudio Perna, escultura social y novela
hiperrealista” (Claudio Perna’s Autocurriculum, Social Sculpture and Hyper-Realistic
                                                                                                      
10

Although not a formal member, Perna was very much associated with (AD). Members
of his family were founding members and Perna himself had a close relationship with
Virginia Betancourt, daughter of the former president Rómulo Betancourt, a leader in
AD.
7  

Novel), writes poetically about Perna’s autobiographical work, the Autocurriculum
(1980). He repeatedly defines the work through the lens of ideas from contemporary
practices, such as event, strategy, performance, institutional critique and the problem of
considering it a biography. While esoteric in nature, Pérez Oramas’s study thus draws
incisive connections between many of Perna’s works
In the essay “El mono geográfico” (The Geographical Monkey) Gabriela Rangel
uses Marshal McLuhan’s concept of the democratization of mass media to discuss
Perna’s “curation” of an anonymous photographic archive to create Fotografía Anónima
de Venezuela (Anonymous Photography of Venezuela) (1979), a work about national
identity. According to Rangel, this work is about the reflexive process rather than the
final result. Rangel situates Perna within the movement of conceptualism using seminal
essays by Lucy Lippard, Siegelaub, Oscar Massotta, and Benjamin Buchloh, and writes
about conceptual art, hybridity, and the dematerialization of the object in the 70s to
justify the stylistic dispersion of Perna’s oeuvre and his insistence on locality. Julieta
Gonzalez, in “Una Historia de la Fotografía de Claudio Perna contada por Claudio Perna”
(A History of Claudio Perna’s Photography told by Claudio Perna), focuses on a series of
artist’s books by Perna and their indexical quality, which gives a sense of unity to
Perna’s disperse oeuvre.11 Thus, these scholars provided nuance to the classification of
Perna as a social artist by establishing diverse foundations for the study of his work,
placing him within the intellectual milieu of international conceptualism.
                                                                                                      
11

There also has been an MA thesis on Perna, which situates him as a social
photographer within Latin America. Alessandra Caputo, Ritratti Sociali: Un Approccio
alla fotografia in America Latina Attraverso L’Opera di Claudio Perna E Paolo
Gasparini. Universita’ Degli Studi de Bologna, 2008.
  
8  

Another source of scholarship is the Autocurriculum itself. In this volume, Perna
collected Spanish-language primary source materials on himself, including short texts,
reviews, and catalogue entries, which contain bibliographic and historical information. In
addition, some recent short texts and interviews by María Elena Ramos, Carlos Zerpa,
Luis Emeterio González, and others while not analytical, provide biographical and
historical information needed to help fill out knowledge of Perna’s career.12
The literature on Perna in English is even more limited. Luis Camnitzer includes
Perna in his 2007 publication Conceptualism in Latin American Art: Didactics of
Liberation, in the chapter “Postpolitics.”13 He presents general information on Perna and
includes photographs of the early series Objetos como conceptos (Objects as Concepts)
(ca. 1967). Prior to Camnitzer’s book, these images were included in the survey
exhibition Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin, 1950s–1980s in the Queens Museum
of Art in 1999 and published in the accompanying catalogue, in Mari Carmen Ramirez’s
essay “Tactics for Thriving on Adversity: Conceptualism in Latin America, 1960–
1980.”14 The main contribution of these two publications and exhibition was to show socalled peripheral conceptual manifestations in order to argue that the movement had
multiple points of origin. Due to the limited research on Perna, and the limitations on
scholars’ ability to do research because of the dispersed nature of Perna’s work,
                                                                                                      
12

María Elena Ramós interview with Claudio Perna in Diálogos con el Arte
Contemporáneo: Entrevistas 1976-2007 (Caracas: Equinoccio, 2007); Carlos Zerpa,
“Claudio Perna: El conceptualista más puro del grupo” in Envena (Mérida: Universidad
de los Andes, 2010), and Luis Emeterio González, Claudio Perna: Forjador de utopías
posibles. (Caracas: Colección Premios Nacionales, 1995)
  
13
  Luis Camnitzer, Conceptualism in Latin American Art, (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 2007)  
14

Mari Carmen Ramírez “Tactics for Thriving on Adversity: Conceptualism in Latin
America, 1960–1980” in Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin, 1950s–1980s  
9  

Camnitzer and Ramírez used works that are not representative of Perna’s oeuvre as a
whole. As isolated objects these works do not resonate with the main issues Perna
explored in his work, and therefore do not provide knowledge of Perna’s body of work as
a whole.
The Latin American Photobook from 2011 by Horacio Fernández includes two
catalogue entries on Perna’s photographic publications: the 1975 catalogue on Autocopias
(where the works first appeared as a series) and the catalogue of the project Fotografía
Anónima de Venezuela from 1979.15 Both entries provide important empirical details
about the publications, but little analysis. The entry on the Autocopias briefly comments
on the monochromatic reproductions and makes complicated connections between them
and baroque paintings and the Turin Cathedral. The author also references Blanco’s essay
from the Autocopias publication to comment on the physical design and organization of
the publication. The second entry on the anonymous collection of photographs that Perna
used to “curate” Fotografía Anónima de Venezuela, simply notes that the work represents
the plurality of Venezuelan identity archetypes in the country, without recognizing
Perna’s desire to document the country and his career as geography professor.16
More recently, Perna’s work was included in the section on territory in the
photography exhibition and catalogue América Latina 1960–2013, held at the Fondation
                                                                                                      
15

Horacio Fernandez, “Autocopias” in The Latin American Photobook, (New York:
Aperture Foundation, 2011), 134.
16

Gabriela Rangel in her essay “An Art of Nooks: Notes on Non-Objectual Experiences
in Venezuela” in Arte no es Vida: Actions by Artists of the Americas 1960-2000 mentions
a few performances during the 70s by Perna. Most of them were collaborations with other
artists such as Escultura Sonora and Escultura Social at Sala Mendoza in the group
exhibition 11 Tipos in 1979, and the series of performances he did Arte en Vidriera at
Librería Cruz del Sur in Caracas.
  
10  

Cartier pour l’art contemporain in Paris in 2013. The catalogue includes a brief biography
of the artist, and an entry on Perna’s series of maps, in which the author briefly comments
on the use of collage employing photographic and text to create associations. He also
comments on the relation between man, culture and nature.17 The same year, Perna was
included in the exhibition Open Work in Latin America, New York & Beyond:
Conceptualism Reconsidered, 1967–1978 at Hunter College’s Leubsdorf Gallery in New
York.18 This exhibition included two undated Autocopias, the Autocopias catalogue from
1975, and a polaroid with dried flowers in a glass capsule entitled Naturaleza
encapsulada (Encapsulated Nature) (ca. 1980). This selection enabled me to see see
connections between Perna’s works, suggesting his effort to make the self and nature
permanent through technology, topics that will be developed below.
This thesis is the first to examine the diverse series that comprise Perna’s
photographic-based oeuvre together. Because of the lack of an organized and accessible
archive and the limited scholarship on Perna, the first steps were archeological: to build a
thematic, classified, and chronological image archive of Perna’s work using public and
private collections; to learn about his biography and works by conducting interviews with
his contemporaries (fellow artists, friends, gallerists, scholars); and to assess the archival
material at Fundación Claudio Perna in Caracas. The next step was to identify threads in
Perna’s work in order to understand the artist’s projects as means of documenting,
                                                                                                      
17

The names of the maps mentioned were attributed by the editor of the publication or by
gallerists such as: República de Venezuela–Mapa ecológico (1975) and Venezuela (u.d.).
Ángeles Alonso Espinosa et al in América Latina 1960-2013, Puebla México (Museo
Amparo, 2013).
18

Open Work in Latin America, New York & Beyond: Conceptualism Reconsidered,
1967–1978 was curated by Harper Montgomery. Part of the research was made during
Prof. Montgomery’s graduate seminar during on Information Art circa 1970 (Fall 2012),
in which each of the students worked on an artist. I worked on Claudio Perna.   
11  

archiving, and mapping the self. Taken together, I argue, Perna’s works demonstrate an
interrogation of the concept of wholeness, a state sought, yet ultimately revealed as futile.

12  

CHAPTER 1
THE FRAGMENTED SELF

During the 1970s, Perna explored the use of new media. While experimenting
with photographic reproduction such as traditional photography, photograms, Polaroids,
and super 8 film, he discovered the photocopy machine, which became his preferred
medium. The subjects he photocopied range from mundane objects to newspaper
clippings, but the bulk of the work focused on his body, which he represented in multiple
actions and postures. He created sequences of images of himself doing random activities,
such as inflating a balloon, in different stages (fig.1). In the blurring and distortions that
resulted from his pressing his body and objects on the glass of the machine, this series
shows his exploration of and playful attitude toward photocopy technology. Perna
designated each work that he created using the photocopier an Autocopia, a term he
applied to approximately two thousand works from around 1970 to 1975.19 The label
Autocopia both references the automatic process of the photocopy and points to the self
as subject. These photocopies function as a lens through which to consider the
fragmented nature of self-representation, issues of permanence, and the exploration of
Perna’s own identity. Even though his compulsive reproduction of himself, including his
body, mundane objects related to his daily life, personal relationships, and even an
autobiography, they do not convey a cohesive or comprehensive portrait of the self.
Instead, these blurry representations—in which form is present, but not precise—portray
an equally inscrutable self.
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Following the intense production of the Autocopias series, Perna inserted
Autocopias in other works, such as maps, collage, and other photographic series, all of
which contributed to the construction of his identity. These series were generated from
the Autocopias and include Alineamiento (ca. 1976) and Fotoinformes (ca. 1976). Perna
concluded his decade of making work in this vein by creating an archive of himself
entitled Autocurriculum (1980). This self-made visual resume consists of two hundred
and two photocopies of his life and professional experiences. These documented
experiences include his participation in Charlotte Moorman’s performance TV Bra for
Living Sculpture in the Festival de Video at the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo in
Caracas, 1975, his interview with Marshall McLuhan in Caracas in 1976, and
professional experiences such as his appointment as associate professor in the Geography
Department in 1978, and his designation as Director of the Audiovisual Services at the
National Library in 1978. The Autocurriculum also incudes personal writings,
reproductions of other works, and press related to his exhibitions from 1972 until 1980.
Perna bound these materials in grey leather, suggesting a sense of completeness that
belies the inherent incompleteness of the contents. This work amounts to a conceptual
self-portrait or autobiography that expanded Perna’s corporeal studies into the
philosophical. Examining these issues in relation to their origins in the Autocopias
establishes a means for the ordering and comprehending of a body of work that seems
dispersed, and has never been studied as deliberate. It determines Perna’s ultimately
conceptual approach to rendering the self and body as always invariably incomplete. The
Autocopias and the works generated from them relate to the ideas of self-representation
and the fragmentation of the self, and can be used to order and comprehend Perna’s body
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of work.
The Autocopias that Perna created from 1970 to around 1975 represent some of
his most intense and compulsive experimentation with photographic reproduction. Perna
began using photocopies due to his eagerness to experiment with every photographic tool
in the early 70s, and this compulsiveness was made permanent in the photocopies. He
discovered the copier at a friend’s house, and began using it to create his own fictitious
world. Perna made copies of mundane object including books, wool balls, scissors and
organic objects such as tangerine shells and carnations. As with other media that Perna
explored previously, just a piece of an object was reproduced at a time. Perna also
duplicated reproductions such as photographs, magazine images, and mundane
newspaper clippings, such as portraits of Venezuelan former president Carlos Andres
Pérez, Marcel Duchamp, and the actor and singer José Luis Rodriguez (El Puma). The
reproduction of these materials represents Perna’s interest in popular culture and current
events, content that he incorporated into his personal history.
In the 60s and 70s, the medium of photocopying was used extensively by artists
who placed objects of all types over a copier machine to create works of art. Informal
groups of avant-garde artists such as Fluxus, and Gutai, which experimented with
different mediums, included the photocopy in their practice. In the 70s, Héctor
Fuenmayor, one of Perna’s peers in Venezuela, was interested in the use of recently
printed, wet paper as carbon paper, and also used the dusty residue of toner to draw.20 In
the early 1980s, Paulo Bruscky in Brazil also experimented with reproducing himself
using a copier machine and a fax machine (Faxarte, ca. 1980, Xeroarte, ca. 1980,
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Xeroxperformance, 1982).21 Though a decade later than Perna, Bruscky’s body of work is
the most similar to Perna’s, not only in the act of self-representation using photocopies,
but also in the inclusion of photocopies within photographed landscapes. Another
example is Sigmar Polke in Germany, who worked with photocopies as late as 1995 to
2000, and, like Perna distorted the image by moving it in the copier machine. Even
though Polke’s photocopies were made decades later, both artists exhibited a compulsion
to produce and explore different mediums throughout their careers.
The first time Perna used technology as a medium in his work was also the first
time he approached to representing the self, signaling an early attempt to challenge the
idea of a unified self. In 1955, at the age of sixteen, Perna bought an Instamatic camera
for his initial trip from Italy to Venezuela, and soon became a compulsive photographer.
As a foreigner, he was interested in documenting absolutely everything about his
experience in a new country. His photos had subjects ranging from self-portraits and
landscapes, to people, traditions, and infrastructure. In documenting every aspect of his
trip, Perna used photography as a way to represent the self, even when he was taking
photos of others. He sought to incorporate these experiences into his personal history.
By the late 60s and 70s Perna did exhaustive experiments in the photo laboratory
and after trying new technologies by switching from Instamatic to reflex technology,
Perna’s next step was to eliminate the device altogether, and he began to represent
himself using photograms. Photograms, produced by placing objects over light-sensitive
paper, which is exposed to light, and then developed, have a long history in modern art.
Rosalind Krauss describes photograms as “the ghostly traces of departed objects; they
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look like footprints in sand, or marks that have been left in dust.”22 The photogram (also
known as cameraless photography or photographic drawing) is an invention fathered by
William Henry Fox Talbot and Sir John Hershel in the 1840s, later followed by Anne
Atkins who in 1843 printed leaves in cyanotypes. In the twentieth century, artists such as
Man Ray, with his rayographs, and Lázsló Moholy-Nagy, experimented with brand new
materials (rhodoid, Plexiglas, and aluminum), advancing the technical possibilities of
photograms.23 In the photograms of Man Ray and Moholy-Nagy, the actual hand of the
artist was often reproduced, revealing the photogram as a process that was executed by
the artist, but using chemical and industrial products. All of the aforementioned artists
were interested in the development of photography, however, this goal was not shared
precisely by Perna, who was instead working to deconstruct the mechanisms of
photography in order to explore the construction of the self. In the case of Perna, he
created still lives to experiment with the technology. But in other photograms he included
objects related to his personal life, in addition to his hand as representation of himself (as
other artists did).
In an untitled photomontage from the 70s, for example, Perna photographed a
photogram of his white hand and forearm over a black background, on top of which he
placed a contact strip with a sequence of segmented images of the rotating figure of a
man—Joe Troconis, Perna’s partner at the time—so that the hand appears to hold it (fig.
2). Considering Krauss’s definition of the photogram, this example is a permanent trace
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of Perna on paper.24 While not depicting himself fully, and only in ghostlike form,
Perna’s personal biography is present with the content in the contact strip in terms of his
relationship with Troconis.25 Following his early instamatic photographs, the photogram
thus became a vehicle for Perna’s exploration of the self, even in the ghostlike presence
of his own hand and the fragmented images of his partner by alluding to his
homosexuality.
Simultaneous with his use of the device-less photogram and photomontage, Perna
began to explore machine-made photocopying, which shares the aspect of placing an
object over a surface before photographing. Each technique saves the trace of the object
in a different way, however; on the photogram, the outlined object looks like footprint
while on the photocopy objects have more details. The reference partially disappears in
the photogram but in the photocopy the object can either contain precise detail, or
disappear because of movement during the copying process, or if it is a copy of a copy,
another tactic employed by Perna. Arguably, the photocopy could be considered as the
contemporary version of the photogram, because of the similar action of placing objects
over a flat surface to be reproduced.
Around the same time, Perna experimented with color Polaroids.26 These works,
which depict fragments of his body, also contribute to Perna’s exploration of identity. In
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  The number of photograms or photomontage Perna created remains unknown; but in
the still lives he experiments with the transparency of different bottles and objects.
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The dates of the Polaroids series are uncertain but there is a series of color Polaroids
from his trip to Venice in 1972. Archive Fundación Claudio Perna, Caracas, January
2013.
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them, Perna sought to reduce the period of time between conceptualizing a photo and
executing it. Polaroids involve instantaneity, size, and color. There are a variety of
interventions possible while taking the photo, before, during, and after development, such
as manipulating the light in the scene, double exposure, and adding color or marks to the
film. Unlike the photogram or photocopy, in such works Perna could add backgrounds to
provide context. Perna’s Polaroid subjects range from his trip to Venice in 1972, portraits
of his partner Joe Troconis, the artist critic and journalist Margarita D’Amico, and other
friends, and his own body, depicted in varied poses but mainly as represented by
individual body parts. 27 Perna’s self representation using the medium of the polaroid is
exemplified in an untitled series from the 70s focusing on his genitalia, sometimes with
the appearance of flesh and a hand, suggesting an undefined sexual action (fig. 3), and at
other times explicit depicting genitalia and the act of masturbation, but without revealing
his face. Another series of intervened Polaroids depicts sexual encounters in which the
activity and gender of the participants remains unclear since faces appeared crossed out
and with mixed colors (fig. 4). In the example shown here, Perna’s intervention erased
the exposed photographic paper, in a grid pattern. With such actions, Perna displayed his
sexuality but also hides his identity as homosexual through erasures. In hiding his
homosexuality, Perna simultaneously reveals and obfuscates a key part his identity.
Perna also explored the technical and representational possibilities offered by
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another photographic medium, film. Film gave him more possibility of grasping the
wholeness of a moment, but the transitory nature of filmic representation denies any
sense of permanence. Using film, Perna was able to grasp longer periods of time than
possible with a still image. The super 8 film, Bigotes (Mustaches) (1974) is an
assemblage of three clips, each a close-up of Perna’s face, in which he successively
paints his moustache with the three colors of the Venezuelan flag, yellow, blue, and red,
the latter of which he also uses to paint his lips (fig. 5). This act of painting the flag on his
moustache and including his lips is an attempt to define his identity as it is linked it to
Venezuela. Painting his lips with red could also be a reference to his sexuality.
In these various media, Perna produced his body in almost every possible way and
made permanent a variety of actions that speak to his daily life. As with other mediums,
Polaroids became elements that Perna used in other works such as collages and in
exhibitions he curated on ordinary events such as drinking sangria or making a phone
call. Specifically, these two events, La sangría [The Sangría] (1977) and La llamada
telefónica [The Phone Call] (1997), were thematic gatherings organized by Perna, in
which he included documents on the topic but also used Polaroids, as well as the leftovers
such as a smashed cup, as the records of the events. The records of these two events were
later included in the Autocurriculum. In his documentation of these events, Perna is a
compulsive archivist exploring the quotidian through performance and other media
creating souvenirs of his daily life. The quotidian events help define fragments of an
identity and therefore add to the construction of the self, and Perna documents them as a
way to construct or articulate his identity.
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Perna’s documentation practice is most profuse in his use of photocopies. He
made Autocopias of himself in various daily activities, including making a phone call,
eating, talking, and spelling words such as amor [love].28 He also made a series of
distorted visages by moving, stretching, and wrinkling his face with his hands. The
blurred photocopy is the result of the battle of capturing motion and making it permanent
in a static image. In one set of Autocopias, illustrated in the 1975 catalogue, Perna
reproduced his body in nine sections: wearing a plaid shirt, belt, and jeans, he is first
pictured by a segment of his legs, followed by different sections of his torso and neck,
and ending with a close-up of his face (fig. 6). This segmented form allows the viewer to
see the complete body as well as the specificity of each part. In it, each segment seems at
first to connect with the next, but then does not match precisely; the entire body is
present, but not whole. This series encompassed ideas explored in all of his experiments.
The photocopy was a continuation of the photographic image but has properties of all the
mediums he mastered: photograms, Polaroids, and super 8. The Autocopias demonstrate
Perna’s most sustained engagement with a photographic medium, and bring together the
formal and conceptual issues explored in the other media.
Perna called every work he made with the copier an Autocopia, regardless of
whether or not it included a self-representation of some sort. Perna insisted on using this
word after changing from his original series title, Xerografías, which made reference to
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the brand of the copy machine he employed.29 Perna’s choice of “Autocopia” creates a
conflict between the literal meaning of the word and Perna’s replication of objects: the
carnations, tangerines, and depiction of other people are not self-portraits, only Perna’s
portrayals of himself are. In the new title, Perna therefore grants these objects artistic
agency, suggesting that they have portrayed themselves, making the inanimate animate,
and eliminating the artist’s hand in these representations. At the same time, he suggests
that these objects relate to himself, perhaps as part of a fictional world that he created
around himself through representation.
Perna’s pun, Autocopia, also reflects the playful and fictitious content of his work,
especially as the word that is at once witty, confusing, and self-referential. One example
of this playful content is the way he deals with the originality of the photocopied object.
Lourdes Blanco notes that Perna manipulated the objects and photocopies of the objects,
pretending that the reproductions were the original or a matrix. He duplicated copies as if
they were originals in order to make the duplicates seem like facsimiles.30 The clearest
examples of Perna playing with the idea of the original are the Autocopias of Perna’s
hands playing with photocopies of his hands, producing a copy of his hands holding
reproduction of his hands, resulting in a photomontage of sorts (fig. 7). His hands mix
with images of his hands enacting a sense of play and blurring the line between original
and copy, which can be linked to the larger idea of the original or true self and its
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relationship to the copy or reproduced self. Also the reproduction, a monochrome print
on legal size paper, maintained almost the original size of the sitter’s hands.
Another playful and fictitious element of the Autocopias is the way they play out
Perna’s personal relationship with the copy machine. Perna created an intimate dialogue
between himself (as the user) and the machine (as the tool), since it was just him
interacting with the machine. Perna used to say the machine wanted to make copies only
of him, although sometimes he also included personal friends such as the Jungian analyst
and therapist, Hortencia Carrer, who appears with Perna and by herself in some
Autocopias from 1974.31 Critics of the era even recognized the nature of the artist’s
personalized relationship to the copy machine: “[Perna] has dedicated all his soul to her
… you never know what the seductress might end up doing with him.”32 According to
Blanco, Perna’s success using a photocopy machine lay in his independence and control
over the work: he could direct, perform, operate the machine, and see the result
immediately, as if he were in front of a mirror.33 For instance, in some Autocopias, he
manipulated his face on the glass of the photocopier, resulting in distorted images of his
face. The copier provided a way for Perna to capture his performances and manipulations
for posterity, since while performing he made a physical trace of his body. These works,
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while technically self-portraits, through the deliberate act of distortion move well beyond
the realm of likenesses and thus challenge the possibility of self-representation.
The use of new media, especially the photocopy, relates to the encounter between
Perna, Margarita D’Amico, and Marshall McLuhan in Caracas in 1976, when the latter
spoke at the I Seminario Venezolano de la Radiodifusión held in Universidad Católica
Andrés Bello in Caracas.34 Like many artists at the time, including Nam June Paik, Perna
was interested in the speed, simultaneity, distortion of mass media, technology, and
McLuhan’s famous statement “the medium is the message,” even before they met.
According to McLuhan, “Gutenberg had, in effect, made every man a reader. Today,
Xerox and other forms of reprography tend to make every man a publisher.”35 This
statement held true for Perna to the extent that Xerox had made him publisher of his own
autobiography with the Autocurriculum. Beyond that, however, McLuhan’s ideas that the
medium is the message and that the Xerox is anonymous are challenged by Perna’s work.
Perna used the Xerox to make self-portraits and explore self-identification and
performance. He also inserted photocopies of his hand in other works as his signature,
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creating a trademark format to represent himself, his presence, and his trace, having a
dialogue about his own fragmented identity.
The “objects” reproduced in Autocopias, even in movement, also document the
self, creating a fictitious world Perna invented. Some of the Autocopias involved placing
a paper clipping depicting a human figure, which the artist moved while making the
photocopy; the reproduction shows the trace of the movement making it seem like the
human is moving. Some of the objects Perna selected were related to the possibility of the
movement, and sometimes the object is fully represented and sometimes it disappears.
Perna photocopied the same objects over and over in different positions. In some cases,
he created multiple images of the same object on reams of paper, without once repeating
the position. For example, Perna photocopied a newspaper photograph of the Cuban
ballet dancer Alicia Alonso, appearing to make her dance by moving the photograph and
printing the trail of that movement (fig. 8). Another example is Perna’s reproduction of a
composition containing a portrait of Marcel Duchamp, placed above a reproduction of his
painting Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2 from 1912 (fig. 9). Perna joins the two
different images together, as in a photomontage, and creates unity beyond the similar
subject matter by aligning the images through their sense of movement and creating a
similar diminished quality in both by using a copier machine with low toner.
In relation to the depiction of motion, Duchamp seems to be moving, and in the
case of the nude, Perna seems to have accelerated the pace of descending the stairs, the
trail or trace of which is the original depiction by Duchamp. In some Autocopias a
narrative is formed by the sequence of images, which are presented frame by frame, like
a slow Super 8 film. Such works recall the early motion studies of animal anatomical
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movements through photography by Étienne-Jules Marey and Eadweard Muybridge in
the late nineteenth century. Perna’s attempt to fix movement in a static image relates to
his larger goal of fixing an experience and making it permanent using the photocopier.
But in the case of Perna, these images are both an exploration on the limits of the media
and on the limits of labeling this series Autocopia, which implies that the people depicted
were making photocopies of themselves. Perna invented this fiction in order to highlight
that his compulsive self-reproduction ends only in a partial representation of himself .
After his fervent use of the copy machine to reproduce himself and objects that
told about his life, Perna inserted Autocopias into other photographs, creating the new
series Alineamientos (ca. 1975–1978) and Fotoinformes (ca. 1976–1978). In these works,
he found new ways to make permanent his experiences and to define himself as a
classifier and archivist. These works also contribute to his acknowledgment of the
impossibility of grasping a sense of wholeness and allow Perna to take these self-portraits
outside the studio and into the contexts of urban sites. Many of the images contain an
Autocopia of Perna’s hand, which he placed in each site before taking the photo, marking
the landscape with his presence. In these works, the hand not only functions as trace of
himself but also serves as a statement that he directed the view or organized the world by
choosing a certain landscape. These images and techniques that incorporate Perna’s hand
reveal that photocopies, as depictions of the self, are fundamental to Perna’s body of
work. Besides the handprint, some of the photographs in these two series also include
rubber stamp marks and handwritten inscriptions with Perna’s name, the title of the
series, and the year. These elements are included inconsistently, but function to add to the
suggestion of the documentary and archival.
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The Autocopias included in other works represent biographical information, made
through a performance—the process of making the photocopy as well as its placement in
a landscape chosen by Perna. All of the content of the Autocopias remain in these series,
but the landscapes add another dimension, providing the depiction of mundane facets of
Perna’s everyday experience, such as walking on the street, driving, or putting gas in the
car. By broadening the context for his Autocopias, Perna gives the appearance that he
documents every single action and detail he sees and does, granting his entire life a sense
of performance.
The Alineamientos series consists of photographic images, in both black and
white and color, in which objects or humans are arranged linearly in a landscape. One
example from the series shows, in parallel, lines of cars stuck in traffic, painted white
street lines, and barriers separating the lanes in the road; in the middle ground, an
unidentified man stands a man holding an Autocopia of Perna’s hand (fig. 10). The man’s
straight posture also references the line, and the Autocopia he holds references the
presence of Perna. Other subjects in Alineamientos include people standing in line in a
bus station, a pipeline in the grass, a twisted hose in the floor. All of the photos were
taken in the city of La Guaira, on the north central coast of Venezuela, a nearby beach
destiny for people living in Caracas.36 This series illustrates Perna’s need to identify and
document experiences and details in a precise place and time in order to incorporate them
into his daily life personal history, a process that defines him as a classifier and speaks to
the sense of compulsive documentation he seeks to suggest through is work.
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In the linear compositions of the Alineamientos works, Perna created a dialogue
with geometric abstraction, then pervasive in Venezuela as public, national art sponsored
by the government. Carlos Cruz-Diez (b. 1923), Alejandro Otero (1921–1990), and Jesús
Soto (1923–2005) created monumental works of geometric abstraction via architectonic
integrations in buildings, airports, ports, and urban sculptures in squares and streets. Even
though Perna had a friendship with artist Alejandro Otero, a main proponent of geometric
abstraction, Perna approached geometric abstraction with irony. It is not a coincidence
that in one image not in the Alineamientos series Perna stretches out next to Otero’s
geometric work Tablón de Pampatar (1954) as a way of measuring himself with it,
humorously suggesting his own attempt to enter the national canon (fig. 11). In addition,
La Guaira, the setting for the Alineamientos, is home to some of the largest abstract
public works by Cruz–Diez: Ambientación de Color Aditivo at the Simón Bolivar
International Airport (1974), Cilindros de Inducción Cromática (1975), and Muros de
Color Aditivo (1975) in Port of La Guaira. With the Alineamientos, Perna suggests a
prosaic sort of abstraction, one that speaks to everyday experience, humbly vying with
the official visual language that permeated public spaces and could not be escaped.
Alineamientos also resonates with conceptual practices of other artists working
during the 70s. For example, in Chile Lotty Rosenfeld documented in photos her
performative protest against the Pinochet dictatorship in a series entitled entitled Una
milla de cruces sobre el pavimento (A Mile of Crosses on the Pavement) (1979). Her
performance consisted in turning the while lines on the street in Santiago de Chile into
crosses, which interrupted the linear geometry of the lines, the movement of the cars, and
people around the lines. Like Perna’s Alineamientos, it identifies and deals with the
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geometry of the lines in the landscape. The objects included in the landscape by the
artists pointedly declare their presences in the site, while disrupting the purity of
abstraction.
Perna created the series Fotoinformes with the same principle of adding the
Autocopia of his hand. The series title translates to Photo Reports, and here, he
documented both ordinary and unusual events, ranging from a warm encounter with
friends, to architecture, and to extraordinary events published in the newspaper including
murders, weapons confiscations, and even the Papal designation of John Paul II in the
Vatican. The news or sites in this series formed part of Perna’s own personal history,
events he lived through and then chose to archive. By seeking to merge the general with
the particular, Perna sought an additional component of the permanence of his
experience, amplifying the documentation of the previous series. Fotoinformes, as the
word implies, sought to inform through photography, an aim reinforced by Perna’s use of
actual paper clippings and documentary photographs taken by him.37 In one Fotoinforme,
Perna photographed one of the many fiberglass round modules that were used throughout
the country of Venezuela during the 70s as police stations, post offices, health centers,
and housing complexes, onto which he had pasted an Autocopia of his hand (fig. 12).
These modules were a project created to compensate the lack of infrastructure.38 Like the
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According to the Autocurriculum Perna met Eugenio Espinoza in 1972, with whom he
apparently collaborated on this series.
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Jorge Castillo (Venezuelan, b. 1933), who won the Venezuelan National Prize of
Architecture in 1999, had experimented in the 70s with fiber glass to create prefabricated
housing modules called Ovnis that were built in three hours and included bedrooms,
living rooms, bathroom, windows, and facade.
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Alineamientos, this is another example of Perna’s ironic approach to geometric
abstraction. This specific Fotoinforme exemplifies Perna’s identification of geometry in
random landscapes as part of the compulsive geometric abstraction in Venezuela, and
ends up documenting a complicated not monolithic, Venezuelan national identity.39 Often
geometric abstract public works mark sites of power, wealth, and modernity; these
buildings instead insert geometric abstraction into the everyday life of those outside of
these circles of power. This daily interaction of people with geometric abstraction relates
to the ideas of human geography pursued by Perna, examining the interactions of people
with certain territories and spaces. Alineamientos and Fotoinformes are part of the
archive Perna created, which according to Gabriela Rangel, was Perna’s response to
geometric abstraction.40
In these two series, the Autocopia of the hand functions as a signature.
Considering Perna’s interest in organizing and classifying the world, however, the hand
has additional connotations: the hand of the artist, the hand that organizes or curates the
world, the hand that captures an experience, making it permanent and part of the whole.
The presence of the hand also again evokes the performative experience of the works: in
addition to Perna’s original making of the copy, it evokes the artist’s placing it in the
selected site. Other artists, such as the Argentineans Carlos Ginsburg in Series of Voyages
(1980) and Leandro Katz in the Catherwood Project (1993), documented their travels
with photos that included certain objects or phrases. Ginsburg’s series in different cities
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In other Fotoinformes the artist used newspaper images and captions, which in some
cases he retyped over the image.
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Gabriela Rangel in “El mono geográfico,” 69.
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involved some onsite performance in which he placed or held object to mark his itinerant
presence. Katz in turn, comments on colonialist representation and archeological
restoration. In his works, his hand holds a photographic reproduction of the lithographs of
the same sites in British explorer Frederick Catherwood’s book Views of Ancient
Monuments in Central America—Chiapas and Yucatan from 1844. Perna, like these
artists, uses his hand as the signature and as a statement that the content in the image was
part of his personal experiences.41
Perna concluded the 70s, the decade of the Autocopias, with the Autocurriculum
(1980), which documents his work since 1972 and is the culmination of his artistic
trajectory up to that time (fig. 13, 14, and 15). As a compilation of his activities over
eight years, this work contributes to the definition of Perna’s identity by creating an
archive of himself in which he selected and classified documentation. In it, he defined his
identity as an archivist by the selection and inclusion of specific aspects of his life. Also
his insertion of an archive of himself into an institutional reference library reveals his
need to enter a major institution. The Autocurriculum, a grey leather book with title and
author’s name embossed in gold letters on the spine, contains a compilation of 202
documents concerning his life and his career, including: one version of his professional
resume; exhibition catalogues and clippings of reviews; documentation of performances
and exhibitions; correspondence; syllabi from classes he offered; and copies of works
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In addition to the Autocopia of Perna’s hand, some of the photographs in the
Alineamientos and Fotoinformes series include rubber stamp marks of his name and
signature and handwriting inscriptions with Perna’s name, the title of the series, and the
year. Perna included these elements inconsistently, but they function as additional ways
to document and archive.
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from series such as Alineamientos and Fotoinformes, among others.42 This
autobiographical content in images or text is organized chronologically and accompanied
by a series of personal documents and anecdotes, some written by Perna and others by his
contemporaries, including critics and curators (Roberto Guevara, Margarita D’Amico,
Marta Traba, and Lourdes Blanco). The only Autocopia proper he included was the same
photocopy of his hand included in Alineamientos and Fotoinformes, putting the
Autocurriculum in dialogue with those series.43 Arguably, however, the 202 photocopies
in the Autocurriculum, as documents of Perna’s life and work, may all be considered
Autocopias.
Perna included in the Autocurriculum a series of texts that he wrote. The first of
these texts consists of an untitled description of his experience at a video festival held at
the Museum of Contemporary Art in Caracas in 1975. Perna’s text begins with the
explanation given by the cellist and performance artist Charlotte Moorman about living
sculptures, followed by Perna’s own understanding of it in relation to performance using
as a reference his meeting with her. This text on performance, is followed by images in
which Perna appears helping Moorman to put on the bra that Nam June Paik had
designed for her, during her Caracas performance of TV Bra for Living Sculpture. Perna
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Other series include: Los nombres de las casa de Caracas [Names of the Houses from
Caracas] (n.d.), Experiencias particulares [Particular Experiences] (ca. 1975),
Brutalmente asesinado: Escultura psicológica [Brutally Killed: Philological Sculpture]
(1976), Arte en vidriera [Window Art] (1976), Proyecto Postmortem (1976), Géminis
(ca. 1977), Escultura social [Social Sculpture] (1979). Also Retratos hablados [Talkative
Portraits] (1974–1977), based on police identification techniques and photocopies.
Eugenio Espinoza’s work La cosa [The Thing] (1972) in which Joe Troconis and Perna
collaborated. I was unable to explore these series in depth here due to lack of available
works and documentation.  
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The Autocurriculum also includes a photocopy of the cover of the Autocopias
exhibition catalogue from 1975.  
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thus asserts that he was part of the performance and depicts it as part of his own resume.
Other writings that Perna included in the Autocurriculum are autobiographical texts that
affirmed the self as the content of this book. “Autorretrato Juvenil,” for example, narrates
his early interest in art and photography. “Autobiografía” dates to 1958 and consists of a
five-page text of a fictitious conversation between Perna and a psychiatrist or therapist,
that he like wrote especially for the Autocurriculum. In it, Perna comments on his
experiences with fellow artists and friends. Many of the paragraphs end with the sentence
“pero de esto no quiero hablar aqui,” [I do not want to talk about this in here], signaling
that the Autocurriculm should focus only on himself. “Curriculum Vitae” is his actual
resume as a geography professor. The Autocurriculum itself, however, does not follow
the organized structure and factual content of a typical curriculum vitae, and rather
stresses the performative nature of self-documentation.
The work Autocurriculum is not a resume, but more of a portfolio or archive of
Perna. In practice, the volume functions as an autobiography in which Perna decided
what to include or not. A resume is a record of what you have done, and suggests a sense
of truthful documentation. In turn, an autobiography is more subjective, suggesting how
the subject wants to be remembered. The title Autocurriculum recalls the title Autocopia,
affirming that it was similarly conceived as a conceptual play. In Autocurriculum, the
prefix “auto” is redundant, as it is already included in the meaning of the word
curriculum (meaning curriculum vitae or resume) in Spanish. The term references the
automatic process of including content based on life experience, while also being
redundant since every curriculum vitae is self-made.
Paul

de

Man’s

essay

“Autobiography

as

De-facement”

argues

that
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autobiographical

discourses

are

highly

problematic,

not

only

because

the

autobiographical lens itself is a poor frame because its is stymied, predictable monotone,
and is attempts to define itself as a literary genre, but also because autobiography results
in a confrontation between fiction and history.44 This confrontation in the context of
Perna in the Autocurriculum mainly appears in Perna’s own writing, in which he
expresses a narcissistic and eccentric view of himself, creating a fiction rather than
documenting his professional history. De Man questions the certainty of the
autobiography’s dependence on a reference, in the same way that a photograph depends
on its subject: “life produces the autobiography as an act produces its consequences, but
can we not suggest, with equal conviction that the autobiography may itself produce and
determine the life.”45 By including other texts, such as press reviews, Perna suggests the
credibility of his history. At the same time, he redresses the problem of his lack of
visibility as an artist, although he does not solve it. In the end, the work is an obvious
strategy to revise his personal history and shows a careful selection of facets of the
artist—chosen, edited, and curated by Perna himself.
Although it is unknown exactly when, but, as an event or performance, the artist
strategically left a copy of the Autocurriculum on a shelf in the Museum of Modern Art
Library in New York. He left another copy in the Benson Library at the University of
Texas at Austin.46 In this way, Perna’s strategy extended beyond the creation of the
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Paul de Man, “Autobiography as De-facement,” MLN, Vol. 94, 921
www.jstor.org/stable/2906560
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Paul de Man, “Autobiography as De-facement,” MLN, Vol. 94, 920
www.jstor.org/stable/2906560
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The Autocurriculum was catalogued in the library at the Museum of Modern Art on
March 19th, 1982. The exact number of copies of Autocurriculum Perna made and
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Autocurriculum as personal archive to the insertion of himself in these major institutions.
Perna redressed his marginal position as an artist living in Venezuela to make an
autobiography and enter into artistic dialogue at places that represented to him prestigious
institutions for contemporary art and Latin American Art. Pérez Oramas defines the
Autocurriculum as an immigrant work of art at the Museum of Modern Art, noting that
Perna ends it with a photocopy of the work I’l figlio dell’ imigrante (1979) (fig. 16).47
This image depicts a random family portrait in which the main subject is a child in a
bicycle. On the bottom of the image Perna wrote I’l figlio dell’ imigrante (The Son of the
Immigrant), in Italian, as a form of self-definition.48 Having made the Autocurriculum
using Autocopias, then placing the compilation in libraries, Perna engendered a
performance within a performance, as he previously did with the Autocopias of
Autocopias. Also similar to the Fotoinformes, Perna moved past the materiality of the
photocopied archive of the Autocurriculum and focused on the act of archiving himself
within at least two major arts institutions.
The use of photocopies in Perna’s body of work asserts a sense of the narcissistic
self. According to Rosalind Krauss, narcissism could be considered a trace that also
constitutes an index, similar to the function of Perna’s photocopies, rubber stamp marks,
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

distributed is uncertain. Besides the copy he left at MoMA and the one at the Benson
Library, at least three copies of the Autocurriculum were given by Perna to two of his
friends including a curator and a photographer: Zuleiva Vivas and Carlos Germán Rojas.
One of these copies is now in the Cisneros–Fontanals Collection.
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Luis Pérez–Oramas, “El Autocurriclum de Claudio Perna, escultura social y novela
hiperrrealista” in Arte Social. Ed. Zuleiva Vivas. (Caracas, Galería de Arte Nacional,
2004), 61
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In 1979, this image appeared in the catalogue of the group exhibition 11 Tipos at Sala
Mendoza in Caracas. In the Autocurriculum this image appears in three different pages: a
reproduction of the catalogue, the cover of a journal, and an in an exhibition review.
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and signature.49 Together, these traces contribute to Perna’s obsession with
documentation, classification, and labeling as a form of self-representation. In the case of
the Autocurriculum, despite its large quantity of information, it is neither an accurate nor
complete record of his artistic production. Instead, like the rest of his body of work, it
ends up being a performative and fictitious demonstration of mere facets or fragments of
a whole. Perna conveyed a buried identity not only by the limitations of the medium but
by the limited content it displayed. In the end, Perna’s use of photocopies shows tension
between the sense of compulsive documentation and the resulting incomplete self, which
stands as his acknowledgement of the futility of his own project.
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  Rosalind Krauss, “Notes on the Index: Seventies Art in America,” in October, Vo. 3
(Spring, 1977), 75  
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CHAPTER 2
MAPPING AN IDENTITY

Maps declare, define, certify, and align. Traditionally, the study of maps has been
the province of geographers, historians, librarians, archivist, explorers, and travelers,
necessary to anybody who is getting to know (study, claim or travel) a territory.50 All of
these terms could be used to describe Perna. He employed the map as a medium in a
series of approximately one hundred works, most of them created between the 70s and
90s.51 The maps consist of collages in which Perna pasted a series of magazine and
newspaper clippings, and objects such as cigarettes, floppy disk, and ID cards over
different types of maps, city plans, and radar sheets. In one example, Perna attached four
photocopies to an undated political map of the southeast frontier of Venezuela, bordering
Colombia, in the Andes region (fig. 17). These collage elements served as marks of
himself, placed upon this Venezuelan territory to which he wanted very much to
understand and to belong. Perna carefully positioned two Autocopias of his chest, with
his shirt partially open, so that the wrinkles and lines of the shirt continue the rivers
depicted in the map. In this sense Perna compares a fragment of his body with a fragment
of the territory of his adopted homeland. Like in the works discussed above, these
photocopies employ the fragmented body as a form of self-representation, while serving a
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  James R. Akerman and Robert W. Karrow Jr., Maps: Finding Our Place in the World,
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007)
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These number and dates per Fundación Claudio Perna. However, there are maps that
are not catalogued yet. Some maps include dates ranging from 1960 to 1990. Camnitzer,
in Conceptualism in Latin American Art, 203, dates the series of maps from 1968 to
1997.
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performative role as the artists’ signature. At bottom left, Perna pasted an image of preColumbian pottery from a color magazine or book, above which he placed photocopies of
a hand holding scissors and an image of several skeins of yarn or string. Considering
Perna’s studies in geography, and the location depicted in the map, Perna here points out
that despite new technology and the development of highways and airports, the people
from the Andes region still continue to rely on craft traditions. By introducing maps as
the main element, Perna makes the series about the specificities of Venezuelan territory.
With the addition of the self-representations, this series continues to ask the questions
about identity that Perna confronted in his other works. Arguably, they engage questions
that immigrants, or any person with a crisis of identity, often face: Where am I? Where
do I come from? Where am I going? What does my part of the world look like, and how
do I belong there?

52

In this body of work Perna conveys Venezuela as a place of

contradictions, challenging the purported facticity that map traditionally represent.
Being an immigrant, geographer, and professor led Perna to work on a number of
geographic surveys during which he produced a series of map-based works parallel to
and intersecting with his artistic career. Perna was not a cartographer but his training as a
geographer gave him the knowledge to understand and use pre-existing territorial
representations. He employed a variety of geographical maps, including the following:
topographic maps (which illustrate physical features such as mountains, rivers, and
lakes), political maps (demarcating governmental boundaries and divisions), climate
maps (providing information on precipitation, temperature, humidity, etc.), road maps
(used for travel) and thematic (ecological, historical, and cultural). Perna also used radar
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images and city plans to create this series of collages, sometimes focusing on the
specificity of a given place and sometimes concerned with the general idea of territory.
This series introduces elements of human geography, a branch that studies the ways in
which human activity affects or is influenced by the earth's surface. It reveals Perna’s
main interest in this field by focusing on minorities in certain regions of Venezuela.
As a twentieth-century traveler-artist, and especially in the 70s, Perna was also
able to use a variety of new media to create a detailed record of his journeys. In his maps
he engaged with the same variety of media discussed in the first section, such as film,
videos, Polaroid, archival photographs, and photocopies, which he incorporated by
cutting and pasting them over the maps, city plans, or radar sheets. Sometimes the collage
elements do not obviously relate to the territory depicted but contribute to certain idea
Perna wanted to show in relation to his research on human geography. In some instances,
in addition to the variety of pasted materials, Perna wrote on and used rubber stamps on
the maps, as he did in the Fotoinformes series. Perna thus meaningfully altered the preexisting maps, radar images, and city plans that he encountered in his role as a
geographer as the surface of collages by pasting objects and paper clippings, and writing
on them.
These encounters between geography and art in Perna’s oeuvre primarily focused
on the Venezuelan territory, as he was constantly and tirelessly working to grasp every
aspect of the country and its national identity as a way to consider his own individuality.
As in the Autocopias, the maps served as a way for Perna to document his personal
experiences; here, he added the element of making permanent aspects of the country
through his own personal, even politicized, lens. In these works, Perna merged the maps,
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as a visual representation of the country and its people, with elements that relate to
tireless search for an identity and personal experience; they amount to a search for heimat
that occupied Perna throughout his life. According to Vilém Flusser, the meaning of the
English word “home” does not fully encompass the German word heimat, which has
multiple connotations: home, homeland, origin, and region, often accompanied by
nostalgia, even myth. Heimat itself contains heim, referring to one’s family home or the
sense of “[being] at home.”53 Perna’s series of maps, basically composed by attachments
to a territory to lend it greater resonance, represent Perna’s serch for heimat.
Perna had a keen interest in understanding his origins, as well as giving order to
his knowledge of them, after an uneasy childhood. He was born to a Venezuelan mother
and an Italian immigrant father living in Caracas, but was raised by his father’s family
near Milan, after his mother was forced to give birth in Italy because she became
pregnant out of wedlock. In 1955, at the age of sixteen, Perna traveled for the first time to
Venezuela to meet his mother, and ended up staying there for the rest of his life. In 1958,
after graduating from high school and before starting college, Perna traveled around the
country with a camera. As he recalled about this journey in 1958: “I like everything about
Venezuela, its people and their houses, its objects, its habits, its churches, its landscapes,
etc. I portrayed and documented everything.”54
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“Me gusta todo de Venezuela, su gente y sus casa, sus objetos, sus hábitos, sus iglesias,
sus paisajes, etc. Todo lo he retratado y documentado.” Cited in Luis Emeterio Gonzalez
in Claudio Perna: Forjador de utopías posibles. (Caracas: Colección Premios
Nacionales, 1995), 27.
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It is pertinent to consider Flusser’s differentiation between a refugee and an
emigrant in order to define Perna’s status. Flusser argues that for better or worse, the
refugee remains adhered to the situation that he or she left behind, while an emigrant has
risen above that contingence and is able to hold onto things that he values and reject
others.55 One could consider Perna a refugee while in Italy, by the fact that he was
abandoned there and Venezuela was a contingence. Having a background as a refugee
produced in Perna the urgent need of rootedness in Venezuela and an anxiety to grasp its
wholeness and a sense of belonging. This search resulted in a body of work that reveals
his status as an eternal refugee as well as an eternal traveler who sought to explore the
Venezuelan territory in all its facets: “I’m interested in my country, more possible
through discoveries.”56 Perna was an outsider not only as an Italian, but also as a middle
class man, a social status that meant he had limited access to the daily life of the majority
of the people. He therefore strategically used the knowledge of local, working class and
poor, people to create works related to national identity. His maps pointedly represent
this identity as complicated and not monolithic, representing a variety traditions and
cultures.
Two examples shed light on Perna’s attaining access to knowledge of Venezuela
through others. First is his use of an anonymous photographic archive to create the
Fotografía Anónima de Venezuela (Anonymous Photography of Venezuela) (1979). For
this work, Perna “curated” an archive of photographs taken by anonymous
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Helena Ramos, “Claudio Perna” in Diálogos con el Arte Contemporáneo: Entrevistas
1976-2007 (Caracas: Equinoccio, 2007), 201.
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photographers, which included different size prints and negatives.57 These images
represented mundane daily life as well as popular and religious traditions stereotypical to
the national identity of an undeveloped country. The second example is his curation of
the work of Carlos Germán Rojas (b. 1953), born and raised in the La Ceibita slum, in
which he documented the daily life of his neighbors and friends as an insider in the
community since 1976.58 In 1978, Rojas presented his work at La Fototeca in Caracas,
and Perna became very interested in his project because it was a world to which he would
never have access, and that illustrated, similar to Fotografía Anónima de Venezuela, an
aspect of Venezuelan national identity.59 These two projects depicted the daily life and
traditions of the people in what Perna identified as his homeland, which speaks to his
search for a heimat, with its multiple connotations. Perna would later include some of this
“local information” in his series of maps.
In the map series, Perna documented Venezuela’s landscape, flora and fauna, and
local people and their traditions, similar to the many European travelers who visited the
Americas for commercial missions and scientific expeditions throughout the nineteenth
century. Like Perna, some of early travelers were not formally trained in art, but they still
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Perna found or was given an undetermined number of photos and negatives that people
never picked up in the photo store Foto Roma in Caracas. Only as small selection of the
anonymous photographic archive was presented in 1979 Fotografía Anónima de
Venezuela was shown at the Galería de Arte Nacional. There are images that are not
catalogued yet.
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Perna did not curate an actual exhibition but wrote his curatorial plan on the back of
the Rojas images. Perna’s ideas were later exhibited and a number of exhibitions and
published in Imágenes de La Ceibita: Fotografias de Carlos Germán Rojas Accion
Perceptiva de Claudio Perna (Caracas: Banco de Desarrollo Económico y Social, 2004).
Conversation with Carlos Germán Rojas, Caracas, October, 2014.
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In 1978, Carlos Germán Rojas presented his work in the exhibition Octubre Libre at
the Fototeca in Caracas. Conversation with the artists, October, 2014.
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documented what they observed in their journeys using drawings to create a deliberate
classification of what they saw. While the primary purposes of the expeditions of
travelers in the nineteenth century were economic and botanic, the main purpose of
Perna’s journey was personal—to find and get to know himself.
In his journeys to the east and west of Venezuela (including Caracas, Margarita
Island, Médanos de Coro, and the Llanos) Perna performed a role. He believed he was
discovering an unsettled and unexplored territory, similar to perhaps the best known
traveler, the nineteenth-century Prussian explorer Alexander von Humboldt, who
described the tropical American landscape as a new and unique category of nature and
considered these “virgin worlds” as examples of infinite fecundity.60 Humboldt was
among the last of the great universalists, making major contributions to fields as diverse
as meteorology and archeology, and spending the latter part of his career working on a
broad synthesis of knowledge about the physical world.61 Despite the differences between
them, including the times in which they lived and the nature of their work, Perna and
Humboldt had many similarities: both were Europeans, gay, pioneers, curious about the
world, and knowledgeable in geography, geology, history, and art.62 Humboldt also
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traveled in and studied Venezuela and Perna included some of Humboldt’s notes on
Caracas from 1799 in his book Evolución de la Geografía Urbana de Caracas.
Both contributed to the depiction and analysis of Venezuelan territories though
different media. In Humboldt’s last book, Cosmos (1845–1847), he asserted that
scientific knowledge increases the aesthetic experience and that the aesthetic pleasure of
landscape painting holds a particularly high value for an interdisciplinary approach.
Humboldt, who was concerned about the aesthetics of the images that documented his
expeditions, commissioned artists to translate his sketched, botanical specimens, and data
into drawings and engraving upon his return to Europe.63 An example of this process is
his book View of the Cordilleras and Monuments of the Indigenous People of the
Americas (1810–1813), a visual characterization of South and Central America, including
flora, fauna, Pre-Columbian art, and cultural observations in the territory.64 Perna was not
concerned with aesthetic pleasure; instead, he sought to document and research as much
as possible, and viewed any medium as valid, including photography, video, and archival
material, even souvenirs and found objects such as bones and botanical specimens.
According to W. J. T. Mitchell, “landscape is not a genre of art but a medium,” and he
defines this type of depiction “not as the uniquely central medium to that gives us access
to ways of seeing landscapes but as the representation of something that is already a
representation in its own right. In this case landscape can be represented by paintings,
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drawings or engraving, by photography, film, and theatrical scenery.”65 In Humboldt’s
case, he used sketches and written data, which he later turned into engravings, to depict
the territory, while Perna used maps, photography, photocopies, and film, to bring forth
the contradictory nature of the representation inherent in the landscapes he depicted.66
Humboldt believed in an even broader unity: that of nature and art, while Perna similarly
stated that there were no differences between geographic and artistic postulates, stressing
the propensity toward documentation that comes across in his work.67
Perna’s maps are not just part of the long tradition of foreign travelers depicting
the territory of Venezuela during previous centuries, but also of local Venezuelan artists
doing the same in the early twentieth century, such as Armando Reverón, who painted
landscapes of the Caribbean coast, and Manuel Cabré, who rendered views of the valley
of Caracas. Perna’s series of maps therefore knowingly exhibits a sense of continuity
with Venezuelan art. At the same time, his works are new proposals of how to represent
the national territory by using different, updated media.
Other conceptual artists also created maps using new media, such as Juan
Downey, whose approach to territory also relates human geography as human activity
(including culture, economy, and politics). During the 1970s, Downey created Video
Trans Americas (1976), an installation including a series of screens placed over a large
vinyl map that covered floor and walls, erasing the political divisions of the South
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American continent and presenting the territory a whole. While making the Trans
Americas video, Downey showed the footage to locals in the hope that the isolated
communities he documented would find commonalities in their everyday experiences. In
the work, Anaconda Map of Chile, 1973 he also used three hand colored maps of Chile as
the bottom of a open box in which a live anaconda slithers, evoking the Anaconda
Copper Mining Company (financially involved in the 1973 overthrow of President
Allende’s government).68 This work also deals with the interaction of humans in a certain
territory, in which there is a tension because of a complicated political government and
how is perceived by, and affects, the population.
During the 1970s other artists, such as Anna Bella Geiger and Alfredo Jaar used
video and other media such as drawings, photography, and collages to represent the
American map as statements against assumptions and prejudice of the meaning of what is
America vs. the American continents. The map-based works of these artists connect to
Mitchell’s arguments about the landscape genre. Rather than marking the emergence of a
“new way of seeing” in the West, as posited by earlier theorists and histories, the
landscape genre instead responds to and gives form to absorbent impulses, such as the
use of maps by conceptual artists to present their way of seeing and statements about
certain territory without using traditional media such as painting and drawings.69
In Perna’s case, the act of depicting the territory challenged the abstract geometric
artists working in the prior generation prior, particularly the group Los Disidentes (The
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Dissidents). Formed in Paris in 1950 by several young artists, Los Disidentes proposed
getting rid of the academic pictorial traditions taught at El Círculo de Bellas Artes (Fine
Arts Circle) and the Escuela Paisajista de Caracas (Caracas Landscape School), which at
the time meant landscape and figurative paintings. They banned depictions of the
Venezuelan territory because they considered them retardataire. Instead, they proposed to
use geometric abstraction exclusively, making a radical break with national traditions as a
way to move toward cultural modernity. In 1950 they published an eponymous journal in
which they articulated their ideas and positions.70
We want to say “NO,” both now and after “Los Disidentes.” “No” is the
tradition we want to establish. The Venezuelan “NO” that is so hard for us
to utter. “NO” to the bogus Salones de Arte Oficial. “NO” to the
anachronistic archive of anachronisms that is called the Museo de Bellas
Artes. “NO” to the Escuela de Artes Plásticas and its promotion of bogus
Impressionists.
Most of the Los Disidentes had left Venezuela seeking to transcend national
barriers in order to participate in the international art scene. They believed that working
in geometric abstraction was the way to achieve their goal.71 Perna took the opposite
approach, but also made a new proposal that countered the “bogus Impressionists”
rejected by Los Disidentes. While Los Disidentes left Venezuela and banned the
depiction of its lands, Perna arrived from Europe and focused his work on the territory
and on its suggestions of national identity. Using the combination of maps and new
media, Perna in effect turned the ideas of territory into abstractions themselves. Perna’s
compulsive body of works, including maps, was informed by his research and academic
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background. His perception of space as a living area, active changing territory, and the
possibilities for representing it in a tangible way through maps and plans has its origins in
his three years studying architecture in the Facultad de Arquitectura y Urbanismo
(Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism) at Universidad Central de Venezuela (UCV).72
Perna became aware of spaces for habitation and their distribution as well as urban
planning. His interest went beyond topographical/physical space to a concern about the
type of people, especially minorities, that inhabited the spaces, territories, and cities at
various points in their evolution. These interests can be seen in his academic research and
artistic practice.
In 1963, Perna began his undergraduate studies in geography at UCV, and became
a professor immediately after graduating in 1968. He focused his research on human
geography, specifically, concerning himself with communities critically at risk of
disappearing and looking at how traditional communities lose their identity due to
accelerated urban development in places such as Caracas and the suburbs such as El
Hatillo, Guarenas, and El Junquito, all located in the periphery of Caracas. 73 In 1981, he
published Evolución de la Geografía Urbana de Caracas [Evolution of the Urban
Geography of Caracas], which looked at the changing face of Caracas through a
historiography of the city plans, beginning with the first chroniclers and travelers such as
Don Juan Vicente Bolivar (1726–1786), and Francisco Depons (1751–1812), and
Humboldt, up to the present day. Like Humboldt, Perna chronicled the zone’s geography
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and people, analyzing the specific site where the city was originally founded and the
evolution of the city plans of Caracas.74
As a faculty member in the School of Geography, Perna created the Photo Club,
in which students helped him build a systematic photographic record of the problematic
human geography of Venezuela focusing on how traditional communities lose their
identity due to accelerated urban development. This record included iconographic and
photographic documents including maps and city plans, from the nineteenth century up to
the 1980s, from all around country. Perna personalized the subject by classifying this
work as exclusive to his own research.75 The use these materials for of his artistic practice
became integral and complementary to materials he used in his classes as a geography
professor, and his personal research which included both academic and artistic
practices.76
In Perna’s work, geography and art as disciplines fused, becoming almost
inseparable. In both his studies of the human geography of Venezuela and his artistic
practice, the variety of maps that Perna employed shows a number of relations of humans
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with the environment and territory, and employs a variety of geographic maps, radar
images, and city plans. As geography professor at UCV and fellow at the Instituto de
Geografía y Desarrollo Regional [Institute for Geography and for Regional Development]
(1978), Perna had access to a variety of maps and geographical data such as aerial
photography, radar images and archival material from the Dirección de Cartografía
Nacional [National Cartographic Direction].77 With these maps as foundation, he created
environments on paper, assembling collected objects, eclectic information on clippings,
personal snapshots, and random documents, and affixing them to the maps. Perna
retained the original purpose of maps to present a diagrammatic representation of a
territory, showing natural physical features such as elevations, rivers, cities, and roads,
and presented his ideas on human geography through the collage additions. The maps
with collage sometimes served a didactic purpose and other times were for personal
research, but all were part of Perna’s search for heimat and his attempt to make it fixed
and permanent. By using maps, Perna displayed quantitative and qualitative variables
from graphs or images and overlapped them with content about everyday life, territory,
and the inhabitants. Taken together, these maps defy the purported factual certainty
associated with maps and instead represent the country as fragmented and the
relationships of certain communities to a territory that define human geography.
The constant search for getting to know Venezuela as a heimat and the attempt of
making this experience permanent is an integral element in Perna’s series of maps. The
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topics of the collaged maps vary, but most of them focus on the relationship of humans to
Venezuelan territories through the lens of culture, development, minorities, settlement,
ecology and technology. An example of the presence of human geography is the map
Puerto Ayacucho: Acceso Provisional, which renders the rivers and creeks above Puerto
Ayacucho, the large capital city of the Amazon State on the border of the Orinoco River
(fig. 18). This map shows an isolated territory and the potentiality of development by
humans. The main element of the radar image, the Amazonian Orinoco river (one of the
largest in South America) and its tributaries provide a major transportation system for
eastern and central Venezuela and the Llanos region of Colombia. For many years it was
a place of interest for European explorers including Humboldt (1769–1834), Agustín
Codazzi (1793–1859), and Jean Chaffajon (1854–1913), who searched for its source.
These explorers never achieved their mission, a situation that is similar to Perna’s
constant search and definition throughout his life of what Flusser calls heimat. Perna
wrote “Acceso Provisional” (provisional access) on the map bottom center, referencing
the use of the river and its tributaries as the provisional routs for local communities until
the acceleration of urban development changes them. Next to these rubber stamp marks
Perna attached a radar image of a deserted flat landscape with a road, and on top of an
aerial photograph of a highway interchange. Aside from the comparison of scales,
technology, and points of view of representing territories, in juxtaposing these two
images Perna revealed his concerns for ecology, deforestation, and loss of traditions as a
consequence of accelerated urban development. Both of the attached images are archival
fragments; taken out of context and attached to a map, they come to represent a new idea,
and have therefore lost any kind of factual, or unbiased, reference.
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As with everything Perna created, there is a lack of order to the series of maps.
There is no record of all of the maps he made, and many of them are untitled and
undated. None of the dates, attachments, marks, designs, or types of maps function as
categories that could give a comprehensive order to the body of maps. Perna probably
began creating the maps around 1958, when he was architecture student and became
competent in analyzing spaces in relation to people. Some of the maps have printing
dates, with an output that ranges from the late 1960s to the early 1990s. Sometimes the
content of the objects attached to the maps and the titles provide clues in dating. The map
Venezuela: Hacer del fumar un acto más placentero (Venezuela: Making Smoking a
More Pleasant Act) is an undated political map of the country in which each state is a
different color (fig. 19). Perna attached pieces of an actual cigarette and paper clippings
that make reference to smoking, such as part of a Belmont cigarette box, a man smoking,
lips with a cigarette, and a popular image of people having fun in a Venezuelan beach,
suggestive of the ideal lifestyle as determined by popular culture. These images suggest a
range of dates for the object, since the popular advertisements ran from 1978 to 1980
(although Perna could have clipped the images and used them years later). This map
deals with ecology and the contradiction of people’s behavior: people smoking in a
Caribbean beach and this addiction, which is not precisely urban development, affects the
territory. Using the advertisement, Perna takes advantages of research previously done on
popular culture for the understanding of facets the identity of locals in the place he
considers heimat.
The assortment of objects that Perna attached to his maps could be described as
similar to the collection of items in a cabinet of curiosity. They include a variety of
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special objects and souvenirs that any traveler might collect, such as postcards,
brochures, and small gifts. Instead of the traveler’s souvenir, however, they illuminate
Perna’s search for heimat, because they define a place though the collection of objects.
Also, by cutting clipping these objects, he eliminated references that would help to make
a system of classification and to create an archive. Perna’s maps could simplistically be
described as collages, as he cut and pasted the paper clippings and objects over a flat
surface. Recently, contemporary scholars have ascribed more agency to this act, as
Camnitzer has in his brief description of Perna’s work in which he defines Perna’s
process as an “incursion” into maps due to the additions Perna made to an already
finished image and statement.78
The maps also include words, handwritten notes, and stamps by the artist that
function as traces of his identity as well as his intention. Even though Perna insisted on
using a medium that implies factual communication, many of his ideas are encrypted, as
is common in conceptual art. These types of additions included his name or signature and
stamped words such as “SALUD” (health), “Actividad Docente” (teaching activity),
“Inventario” (inventory), and “Arte conceptual” (conceptual art), all of which make
reference to Perna’s interests and purposes: education, archiving, and art. Perna had these
words made into in rubber stamps and according to Julieta González, they both
symbolized his individual identity and functioned as an index or symbol that situates the
work to a particular or random experience that is present in his body of work.79 Here the
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rubber stamp also functions in the way in which Krauss defined the index, as a footprint
in the sand or mark in the dust: the object is placed over a flat surface and leaves a
referential mark on it. The act of collaging could also be considered indexical, which
gives a sense of unity to Perna’s body of work, including other works such as
photocopies, photomontages, artists books, and maps.80
The use of rubber stamps was also common in the 60s and 70s. On Kawara’s post
cards in I Got Up (1969–1979) recorded the place, date, and time that the artist awoke,
which is different to Perna’s documentary work but it in both cases is a compulsion to
document a diarist experience. The aforementioned artist Paulo Bruscky, working in the
80s in Brazil, also included on his photographic work (including photocopies) rubber
stamp marks with his name, and words such as “THOUGHT,” “AMERICA LATINA,”
and “ARTE TRANSMITIDA” (transmitted art). By including these stamps, Bruscky
made a statement about the topics he was interested in, while exploring the use of a
different media. Since the stamps were a reusable tool, Bruscky and Perna were able to
include them in a number of works, which provided unity and furthered the sense of
documentation. In Perna’s work the stamps specifically point to his interests and purpose
of the map as a teaching tool or, at times, personal research. They also force the viewer
to slow down, read, and think about what is presented on the map, as with Perna’s
placement of the stamp “Arte Conceptual” next to the phrase “En contra de la lectura
veloz” (against speed reading) on the Mosaico de Radar–Sheet 7, Series Venezia–
Venezuela map work from 1992 (fig. 20).
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According to cartographer Aileen Buckley, mapmakers must apply a series of
standard design principles, which emphasize legibility, visual contrast, figure-ground,
hierarchical organization, and balance. The purpose is to form a system for
communicating the relative importance of content in a map; without these typical
elements, map-based communication fails.81 Perna complicated all of these principles in
his maps by attaching new content that produced new bases for understanding the
territory. In so doing, he eliminated legibility, since most of the time his messages are
encrypted and understanding them takes time. In Mosaico de Radar–Sheet 7, Series
Venezia–Venezuela Perna disrupts the original meaning of the radar image by attaching
other images and including stamps, which obscure the information of the map, indicating
that it instead of a straightforward topographical rendering, the map represents an
intellectual exercise in perception and understanding. Perna was very much interested in
thought processes, and encouraged the viewer to read carefully the concepts and
iconography displayed in each of his maps. The difficulty in understanding Perna’s maps
is comparable to the difficulty a person not versed in the field has approaching a
geographical map for the first time, which can be an overwhelming experience.
Beyond legibility, in relation to other principles such as hierarchical organization
and balance, Perna usually created a contrast between the background (map) and the
images attached, depending on his interest in the specificity of the territory. In some of
the maps he took advantage of the design of the sheet by placing the attached objects and
images within the grid of geographical coordinates. He created Mosaico de Radar – Sheet
7, one of seven sheets in the Venezia–Venezuela series, by pasting photographs that have
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been cut into equal size, putting them together, as a puzzle, to define a territory. The title
of this series references Columbus naming Venezuela, which literally means “little
Venice.” In the different sheets that form the mosaic, Perna incorporates the gridded
design of the radar image, fitting color images depicting barbarian and civilization scenes
in the blank squares where no territory is depicted. In these radar images Perna returns to
geometry to represent the Venezuelan territory as in the Alineamientos and
Fotoinformes.82
In Mosaico de Radar – Sheet 7 Perna compares Venice in 1492 to Venezuela in
1992. The architectural clippings show sites that existed in Venice in 1492, such as
Piazza San Marco facing the Basilica, and different views of the Doges Palace, including
the stairs and view to the Grand Canal. Above the Venezuelan territory depicted in the
radar image, Perna placed an image of an indigenous Venezuelan group fishing with
baskets in the Orinoco, during the twentieth century. This image reveals Perna’s concern
about the loss of identity in some Venezuelan traditional communities due to urban
development and the access to new cultures that resulted from the conquest and
subsequent modernization. The map plays upon stereotypes attendant to colonialism of
nature versus culture, the barbarian versus the civilized, and past versus present in Italy
and Venezuela. It plays upon the perceptions of conquistadors like Columbus and earlier
traveler-artists. Another layer of meaning is Perna’s experience in Italy and Venezuela
and his idea of Venezuela as tabula rasa due to its undeveloped status. This work also
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represents the risk of communities disappearing and losing their identity due to
accelerated urban development, in this case in the Amazon.
Continuing to trace the interests of nineteenth-century explorers, specifically on
the case of Humboldt, Robert H. Schomburgk (1804–1865), and Chaffanjon who
searched for access to the Orinoco region, Perna made another map, San Fernando de
Apure (fig. 21). In this work Perna explored the west side of Venezuela using a political
map that shows the different states and the two districts (San Fernando and Cedeño) in
addition to rivers (blue lines) and highways (red lines). Even though Perna in his
additions did not make explicit reference to the limited road access to the region as a
particular problem, he attached a random aerial image on which he drew a curved river
using Wite-Out, highlighting the importance of region’s abundant rivers, and
commenting on the difficulty of seeing them in aerial images due to the dense vegetation.
With the juxtaposition of the map and the aerial image, Perna compares the two forms of
documentation and the type of data that each provides for the study of territories. The
map displays a representation of rivers and roads while the dense vegetation found in the
aerial image suggests the isolation of the territory. Over the aerial photograph, Perna also
attached paper images of the box from an Apple II computer and an indigenous
handmade basket typical to the region, as a statement that isolation has made the
inhabitants develop their own technologies. The disparity of technologies available to
these people because of the lack of accessibility to where they live make them still rely
on traditional craft technology, while electronics are transforming urban zones, and
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theoretically beginning to shrink the world.83 This maps show Perna’s concern with
communities critically at risk of disappearing and looking at how traditional communities
lose their identity due to accelerated urban development in places. Perna made similar
statements in other maps, and also frequently focused on the indigenous minorities in
territories of uneasy access as part of his research on human geography.
As a geographer, Perna concerned himself with the existence of water in the
Venezuelan region. A radar mosaic image of the central northern region of Venezuela
entitled Vista Aérea de Caracas (Aerial View of Caracas), ca. 1980, speaks to this
interest (fig. 22). An assemblage of small radar images that together represent the
territory of Venezuela, this radar mosaic is the third of the seven total sheets that together
map the whole country. The black and white printed image shows the topography from
above; some elevations and the water are visible in the variety of grey tones. The map
shows the Caribbean Sea at top, the Orinoco at lower right, and Valencia lake and the
Camatagua and Guárico reservoirs at upper left (the northwest). Perna covered the image
with a series of handwritten notes made with red marker, but only the phrase “water
shed,” written in English, is legible. Perna’s use of English shows that even though he
emphasized the local, he had the ambition of inserting himself in an international
discourse, as he attemped to do with the Autocurriculum. In the center at top of the radar
image, Perna attached a black and white panoramic landscape of the sea and valley of
Caracas seen from the south, with the Avila mountains bordering the city to the north,
separating it from the Caribbean coast. Perna shows two different photographic
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technologies—the radar image from above and the photograph as a panoramic view—as
well as two different perspectives with different scales on the north of Venezuela.
Perna was interested in natural resources and ecology, and with these two images
he pairs water and air as resources fundamental to human needs to which every
population should have access. Both also represent ways of accessing the territory. The
two images are also iconic of the Venezuelan territory: the panoramic view has been a
subject for artists for more than a century, and the radar image depicts the singular
silhouette of the Venezuelan coast, which historically has been the main access to
interaction with different cultures (countries), though its different ports, as well as
providing economic resources including oil, tourism, and commerce. It is clear from
Perna’s choice of these photos that he points to two different points of view of
representing of landscape as a genre for the representation of Venezuela: one scientific,
and the other economic, always involving the interaction of people with the land.
Perna’s interest in both human geography and disenfranchised peoples led to
attempts to encompass various minorities including indigenous Venezuelans, African
Americans, and gays. In the case of Los Teques – Radarland (1991) Perna used a
topographical map showing a mountainous region, to which he attached an aerial
photograph of an elevation of an unknown region, on top of which he pasted a color
photograph of a man seated in front of a text reading “Radar Boys 1988” (fig. 23). To the
right side of the map Perna attached the personal identification card of a male student
from UCV. The map shows all the rivers and roads to access this area surrounding
Caracas alluding to the marginalization of homosexuality in Venezuela’s conservative
society and represents Perna’s own orientation and search for sexual partners in the
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suburbs. In addition, the use of aerial photographs and the map reiterates his background
as a geographer.
In the map identified as Le Plus Sauvages – Colombia (1977) Perna used a map of
the hydraulic resources of Venezuela as the basis for a description of the contemporary
art scene in Venezuela and Colombia (fig. 24). Over the climate or ecological map he
attached drawn portraits of two young Venezuelan artists—Sigfredo Chacón and Eugenio
Espinoza. He titled the map, “Le Plus Sauvages,” by placing a collage element over top
of the map’s key at lower right. The title hints that Perna considered these colleagues the
wildest artists, as a compliment, in Venezuela and Colombia during the 70s. Over top of
each drawn portrait, Perna placed photographs of each of them taken by Vladimir Serza
for the catalogue of the 1972 Situaciones exhibition, which they collaborated on together.
On top of the photographs, Perna diagonally placed strips of paper, including their names,
which he took from Situaciones catalogue. On the Colombian side of the map, Perna
attached an image of Antonio Caro’s iconic print from 1977 in which he wrote the
country’s name using the white Coca-Cola calligraphy over a red background, drawing a
parallel to Colombia’s cocaine production as its defining “brand.” In this map, Perna
represents the human activity of art making, as one of the cultural activities through
which people interact in specific territories.
Perna’s depiction of the Venezuelan territory was based on his major concerns
and interests: human geography and the activities of marginal peoples. They must be
understood in relation to the socioeconomics and politics of Venezuela at the time. While
Perna was working on this map series, there was a pride and thankfulness by the
Venezuelans toward their land due to its rich oil reserves. During the first government of
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Carlos Andrés Pérez (1974–1979) the oil industry was nationalized, which coincided with
OPEC setting the international price for oil; both factors contributed to rising oil
revenues. This situation brought Venezuela a record number of foreign investments,
boosting the national economy, and resulting in increased spending on infrastructure
across the country and improvements in education. If Venezuela experienced a
modernization during Marcos Pérez Giménez’ regime in the 1950s, the turbulent years of
the 1970s and the creation of PDVSA (1976), the national oil company, brought an
equally notable second wind for modernization. Perna was aware of, and reacted to, the
tensions between wealth, modernization, and poverty that existed within the country. In
1974, after spending time in Caracas, Marta Traba wrote, “It is very difficult to
understand the progressive and cosmopolitan approach that is perfectly found in the
conciliation between highways and the rickety houses, the highlighted billboards with the
kinetic sculptures.”84 The country was caught between constant construction and
deconstruction, and was characterized by significant economic disparities.
Perna’s series of maps is the result of his exploration as a geographer and artist,
and his establishment in Venezuela as an attempt of finding his heimat. In the maps he
sets up a system of capturing the country in its many facets and making this experience
permanent by making an archive, even as it defeats all systems of classification. Also
with the maps, Perna inserted himself into a long tradition of depicting the territory, but
uses a different medium from landscape. As Humboldt was called second Columbus
upon his return to Europe from the Americas, with discoveries that were scientific rather
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“Es muy dificil entender el enfoque progresista y cosmopolita que encuentra
perfectamente conciliables las autopistas con los ranchos, los cartels luminosos con las
obras cinéticas.” Cited in Zuleiva Vivas, “Intervención creative en el context social,” in
Arte Social Ed. Zuleiva Vivas, (Caracas: Galería de Arte Nacional, 2004), 12.
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than territorial, Perna could be considered the Venezuelan Columbus, whose discoveries
were a contemporary depiction of the territory.85 The Venezuela he mapped is a place of
contradictions rather than what travelers perceived as exotic and geometric artists
rendered transformed by modernity.
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Jay Levenson, “Humboldt as the Second Columbus” in Unity of Nature: Alexander von
Humboldt and the Americas, ed Georgia de Havenon, et. al (New York: Americas
Society, 2014), 9.
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CONCLUSION

Claudio Perna’s work responds to the permanent act of self identification that requires
one to differentiate oneself from others. Altering the traditional concept of portraiture,
biography, and maps, Perna presents his ongoing attempt to represent himself. By using
photocopies and collages, he forges new means of representation, suggesting a
construction of an unstable in formation identity. For Perna, the self identification process
advocates contradictions: it suggests organization and an archival impulse, but resists that
in its dispersion and fragmentation. His refusal to order it speaks to his recognition of the
futility of the ability to document, to know himself and his home territory, fully.
For more than a decade, Perna experimented with a variety of photographic
processes achieving a body of work about self-representation in which, the idea of the
self reaches its pinnacle in the photocopy. In this body of work, Perna presents an actual
biography, as well as his daily life through performances and mundane objects that
created souvenirs of his existence and facets of his sexuality and his body, yet denied the
possibility of construction the self by ultimately amounting to nothing. Like their blurred
media, these representations suggest mere fragments of a self. In a sense, the media
reflect the content by presenting a different truth.
In the series of maps, Perna presents his relationship with the Venezuelan territory
as a foreigner, geographer, and gay man, in order to define it as his homeland. Perna also
shows a different Venezuela from what others perceived. For him, it is a place of
contradictions between development and underdevelopment, considering social, cultural,
and economic aspects. Perna examines this relationship of humans to the Venezuelan
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territory through the lens of culture, development, minorities, settlement, ecology, and
technology, ultimately revealing an unsettled country that echoes his unresolved search
for a homeland.
Even though the documentary nature of Perna’s body of work seems to suggest
organization and an archival impulse, it resists any sense of order in its dispersion and
inscrutability. Perna’s refusal to order it speaks to his recognition of the futility of the
ability to document, to know fully. As the photocopies function as fragments of the self,
the series of maps function as the fragments of a country as part of Perna’s search for the
wholeness. Throughout the forty-two years he lived in Venezuela, he created works that
present an incomplete archive on an unsettled identity and unknowable territory. Perna’s
work is a record that displayed as inadequate yet is still trying to convey his identity, to
use these tools for recording and to claim his place as Venezuelan and artist.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig. 1 Claudio Perna, Autocopia (Balloon), (1974–1975)
Photocopy on paper
8 ½ x 14 1/5 in.
Image source: Private Collection, Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
Photo: Silvia Benedetti
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Fig. 2 Claudio Perna, Fotograma, (ca. 1975)
Gelatin silver print
10 x 8 in.
Image source: Private Collection
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Fig. 3 Claudio Perna, Untitled (ca. 1970)
Polaroid
4 ¼ x 3 ½ in.
Image source: Private Collection. Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
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Fig. 4 Claudio Perna, Untitled (ca. 1970)
Polaroid
4 ¼ x 3 ½ in.
Image source: Private Collection. Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
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Fig. 5 Claudio Perna, Bigotes (Mustaches), (1974)
Still image from Super 8 Film
Image source: Private Collection. Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
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Fig. 6 Claudio Perna, Autocopias catalogue Caracas: Museo de Bellas Artes, (1975)
Image source: Autocopias, Caracas: Museo de Bellas Artes, 1975
Museum of Modern Art, New York
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Fig. 7 Claudio Perna, Autocopia (Hands), (1974–1975)
Photocopy on paper
8 ½ x 14 1/5 in.
Image source: Private Collection. Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
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Fig. 8 Claudio Perna, Autocopia (Alicia Alonso), (1974–1975)
Photocopy on paper
8 ½ x 14 1/5 in.
Image source: Private Collection. Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
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Fig. 9 Claudio Perna, Autocopia (Marcel Duchamp and Nude Descending a Staircase,
No. 2), (n.d.)
Photocopy
17 x 10 in.
Image source: Private Collection
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Fig. 10 Claudio Perna, Alineamiento, (ca.1967)
Printed paper
11 x 8 ½ in.
Image Source: Autocurriculum, 1980
Museum of Modern Art, New York
Photo: Silvia Benedetti
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Fig. 11 Claudio Perna, Untitled, (Perna and Alejandro Otero’s Tablón de Pampatar), (ca.
1970)
Gelatin silver print
8 x 10 in.
Image source: Private Collection. Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
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Fig. 12 Claudio Perna, Fotoinforme, (ca.1976)
Gelatin silver print
8 x 10 in.
Image Source: Private Collection. Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
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Fig. 13 Claudio Perna, Autocurriculum, (1980)
11 x 8 ½ x 1 in.
Museum of Modern Art, New York
Photo: Silvia Benedetti
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Fig. 14 Claudio Perna, Autocurriculum, (1980)
11 x 8 ½ x 1 in.
Museum of Modern Art, New York
Photo: Silvia Benedetti
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Fig. 15 Claudio Perna, Autocurriculum, (1980)
11 x 8 ½ x 1 in.
Museum of Modern Art, New York
Photo: Silvia Benedetti
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Fig. 16 Claudio Perna, Autocurriculum, (1980)
11 x 8 ½ x 1 in.
Museum of Modern Art, New York
Photo: Silvia Benedetti
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Fig. 17 Claudio Perna, Venezuela–Map Series, (u.d.)
Collage
33 7/8 x 41 4/16 in.
Image Source: Private Collection. Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
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Fig. 18 Claudio Perna, Puerto Ayacucho–Acceso Provisional, (1991)
Photographs on printed map
24 5/8 x 33 ¼ in.
Colección Biblioteca Nacional, Caracas
Photo: Silvia Paoli
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Fig. 19 Claudio Perna, Venezuela–Hacer del fumar un acto más placentero, (ca. 1980)
33 x 44 2/3 in.
Mixed media on paper
Colección Biblioteca Nacional, Caracas
Photo: Silvia Paoli
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Fig. 20 Claudio Perna, Mosaico de Radar–Sheet 7, Series Venezia–Venezuela, (1992)
Collage
33 x 44 2/3 in.
Colección Biblioteca Nacional, Caracas
Photo: Silvia Paoli
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Fig. 21 Claudio Perna, San Fernando de Apure, (1991)
Photograph on printed map
24 5/8 x 33 ¼ in.
Colección Biblioteca Nacional, Caracas
Photo: Silvia Paoli
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Fig. 22 Claudio Perna, Vista aérea de Caracas, (ca.1980)
Ink and photography on printed map
24 5/8 x 33 ¼ in.
Colección Patricia Phelps de Cisneros, New York
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Fig. 23 Claudio Perna, Los Teques–Radarland, (1991)
Mixed media on printed map
33 x 44 2/3 in.
Colección Biblioteca Nacional, Venezuela
Photo: Silvia Paoli
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Fig. 24 Claudio Perna, Venezuel –Le Plus Sauvage, (1977)
Graphite, ink, seal, crayon and mechanic print on paper map
33 x 44 2/3 in.
Image Source: Private Collection. Courtesy of Henrique Faria, New York
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